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Introducing Clipboard
TigerStop is pleased to introduce
Clipboard, a software application that
eliminates the paper chase of printed
part lists. Its intuitive design, familiar
work environment and versatility in use
makes it a standard for any
manufacturer that requires maximum
efficiency and increased productivity
cost savings.

What is Clipboard?




Clipboard is the essential tool for sending work orders to all the TigerStops in your shop.
Simply stated, it replaces printed part lists and the clipboard that often holds them.
Clipboard eliminates lost paperwork and the need to check off parts from a paper list.

How does Clipboard work?




Clipboard works with a touch screen (not supplied) for a visual real-time view of job
progress. Touch the desired length on the screen, touch [START], and TigerStop moves
into position, as Clipboard dynamically updates the progress and remaining cuts.
Use Clipboard to control TigerStop, by-passing the controller (which still MUST be
present and can be used to operate TigerStop, depending on job requirements).
Clipboard works seamlessly with most work order software programs, such as
Cabnetware, Cabinet Vision, and KCDw. It also works with Microsoft Excel.

What does Clipboard let you do?












Electronically send work orders to the machine operator from your office.
Move around in a work order and select any position (or cut) you want.
Sort by any field shown in a work order, such as width, length or material.
Manage and edit work orders easily on screen with Clipboard’s virtual keyboard.
Save your work order in mid-stride—when you return to it, Clipboard shows what you cut
and your progress.
Create (and password protect) “hot keys” with formulas, fractional offsets, or
mathematical calculations.
Label them using different colors and text to distinguish your part groupings.
Switch from English to Spanish or French with a touch of a button.
Work in either standard (inches) or metric measurement systems.
Print labels automatically for every cut piece.
Enter a cut length or an entire part list from bar code using a bar code reader.
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What's new with Clipboard?
Version 5.51
Work Order Screen
The Work Order screen now includes:
 Dynamic optimizing — Quickly specify how you want to
optimize by using a sliding scale!
 Visual push feed, pull, and pattern mode part lists —
Drag and drop parts from your list right onto a stock
graphic to parse your cuts!
Fig. 1 — New Work Order screen

Move Tiger Screen

The Move Tiger screen now can have up to six tabs, each
capable of hosting 34 hot keys.

Fig. 2 — New Move Tiger screen

Security
Three function points within the program are secured by an
enable code:
 Printing
 Optimizing
 Bar Code integration
Fig. 3 — New Security tab

Set Up Screen
The Set Up screen now has four tabs:
 TigerStop
 Work Order
 Clipboard
 Security
Fig. 4 — New Set Up screen
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What's new with this release?

Version 5.7
Work Order Screen







The selected text color is white instead of black.
Non-optimized set point part lists can be run in a semiautomated manner on a TigerStop equipped with an
SIK.
On the Dynamic Optimizer slide bar, "Best Fit" and
"Longest Board First" have been replaced with plus and
minus (Fig. 1).
Every time the saw cycles, the cut is accounted for on
screen. When all cuts on a line are complete, the next
line is automatically selected to continue the run.
Offsets can be applied to TigerStop by clicking the
Offset button on the Work Order screen (Fig. 2).
A bar code scanner can be used to open part list files,
or to populate part list files from bar coded lengths.

Fig. 1 - Dynamic Optimizer Slide Bar

Fig. 2 - Offset Button

Move Tiger Screen




The Move Tiger screen now comes with hot keys
(functional buttons) already laid out in tab 2 ~ 6,
marked "Empty" until you program values into them
(Fig. 3). They can still be deleted and added to the tabs
manually.

Fig. 3 - Click image to zoom

The Move Tiger screen now comes with fractional
increments of 1/32 inch (Fig. 4) already set up in tab 1.
Fig. 4 - Click image to zoom

Set Up Screen





A HELP button has been added to the upper right
corner of the screen (Fig. 5, a), which opens an online
Clipboard Manual.
The Set Up screen now displays the version number
(Fig. 5, b).
When saving changes to the Set Up, the message box
has been replaced with a timed label message.
You can now use Visual Optimizing and TigerLink
integration for a free 30 day trial period.

Fig. 5
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Clipboard's Look




The Clipboard Move Tiger Screen
(Fig. 1) is based on the TigerStop
controller…
Clipboard consists of three screens,
each under its own tab placed in the
lower left corner of the display.
Only two of the three tabs display at
any time.

Fig. 1 — Move Tiger Screen



The current Screen is shown at the top of the display…



Only 2 of 3 tabs are displayed at any time…

…

…

Virtual Numeric Keypad






When using Clipboard with a touch screen, a virtual numeric
keypad pops up whenever you click on a field that requires or
permits the entry of a numeric value.
Enter numbers just as you would on an ordinary numeric keypad.
The [BKS] key backspaces and erases one character at a time.
Press [ = ] to accept your numeric entry and close the virtual
keypad.
After changing any value, click [Accept] before leaving the tab to
save it.

Virtual Keyboard






When using Clipboard with a touch screen, a virtual keyboard pops up whenever you
click on a field that requires or permits the entry of alphanumeric text.
Type on the keyboard just as you would on an ordinary PC keyboard to enter text.
The [BKS] key backspaces and erases one character at a time.
The [->], [<-], [Up] and [Dn]
keys navigate through text and
spreadsheet cells.
After making your entry, click
[Accept] or [OK], and then click
in the top right corner of the
virtual keyboard to close it.
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Installation
Clipboard System Requirements
To use Clipboard the following is necessary:
1. Windows PC or compatible.
2. For best results, your PC should be running Microsoft Windows XP Professional.
3. A touch screen monitor, such as affordable options from ELO, is necessary to use the
touch screen capabilities of Clipboard. With a standard monitor, a mouse is necessary to
operate Clipboard.
4. Clipboard is optimized to run on a computer with a 1024 x 768 resolution. If Clipboard is
run with a higher or lower resolution the screen and buttons will appear distorted.
5. The TigerStop must be enabled with TigerSet Software Upgrade. When you purchase a
new TigerStop with Clipboard, TigerSet is already loaded into the controller. When you
purchase Clipboard for an existing machine, TigerSet is included, but the TigerStop must
receive a new enable code to activate it.
6. Currently, an available Com Port is required with a RS232 serial interface. If your
computer is not equipped with an available Com Port, you can also use Clipboard with a
TigerStop-certified USB adapter or Ethernet Converter. Contact TigerStop Technical
Support for additional details.
7. Connect to the controller using a DB9 serial cable.
8. A Serial Extender is recommended if the distance between the computer and the
TigerStop is greater than 50 feet. Contact TigerStop Technical Support for additional
details.
The Clipboard installation program is a Microsoft Windows program. Windows Vista, Windows
XP Professional, Windows 2000 or NT must be loaded as the operating system before
Clipboard can be installed.

To install Clipboard…
1. Start your computer.
2. Insert the Clipboard CD into the CD-ROM drive. When the CD is inserted into the CDROM drive, the installation program starts automatically. If it does not, try re-inserting the
CD or follow steps 3 to 5. The file SETUP.EXE can be found in the root directory of the
CD.
3. From the Start menu , select Run.
4. In the Run dialog box, type: D:/setup (If not D:/, type the drive letter you are using) and
click [OK].
5. Choose Clipboard as the program to install. TigerServer will be installed along with
Clipboard. If there is an older version of TigerServer on the computer, setup will ask
whether to update it with the newer version.
6. When Clipboard installation starts, follow the prompts to install the software. Click on
[Finish] to exit setup.

If you have to uninstall Clipboard for any reason… See Uninstalling
Clipboard at the end of this manual.
5

Connect & Power Up
Connect TigerStop to the PC, and power them ON
TigerStop must be connected to the computer on
which Clipboard is installed.
1. Plug one end of the cable into the computer
cable port on the motor box (Cable to PC,
Fig. A) and the other end into an available
RS232 port on the computer.
2. Switch on the power to TigerStop.
3. Boot up your computer.
4. Start Up Clipboard
Fig. A

Start Up Clipboard


Click the Clipboard shortcut on your desk top to start the program.

In starting up, Clipboard displays a splash screen for about 2
seconds, and then the application itself opens, at the Set Up
Screen.
The first time Clipboard is started, it must be activated using an
enable code.
Splash screen

Enable Code Entry
The first time Clipboard is started, the user must enter an enable code.
1. Enter the enable code found on the Clipboard CD
case. After each 5 digits, it automatically tabs to the
next field.
2. Click [Accept].
3. If you click [Cancel], the program will still open, but it
will not connect to your TigerStop.
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Start Up Clipboard

Start Up Routine






Fig. 1 — Confirming Communication Popup

Fig. 2 — Setup Screen

Clipboard confirms communication with TigerStop, showing progress in a dialog (Fig. 1).
If TigerStop and your computer are correctly linked, and TigerStop is powered up, the
dialog pop-up will close.
The first time you run Clipboard, the default launch screen is the Set Up Screen. This
default can be changed. See Change Default Launch Screen.
Click on the Set Up Screen (Fig. 2) and review what the current settings are.

Now you're ready to finish set up, and use the program!
Continue at… Set Up Screen …or, if Clipboard does not start up,
continue at…
Unsuccessful Start Up
Press

again to try to connect manually.

1. If your TigerStop is powered up and properly connected, and Clipboard goes through its
verification routine but comes up with NOT CONNECTED, try pressing the [Connect]
button.
2. This will usually establish the connection, and your TigerStop's current position will
appear in the position window, and the scrolling status warning will disappear.

Is TigerStop at the Ready Screen?
The controller should be at the Ready Screen…

Check communications… Connect & Power Up
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Setup Screen
TigerStop Tab






The Setup Screen contains
4 tabs, each containing
setup functions pertaining
to the tab name.
The Setup Screen footer is
also the same on all tabs:
4 setup buttons, a
language button, and the
Clipboard screen tabs.
The Setup Screen opens
displaying the TigerStop
tab as default. Click
another tab to go to that
tab.

At the bottom of the Setup Screen there are 4 buttons that appear in all tabs:

The [Cancel] button is used to reset the Set Up Screen tab values to what they
were when the current session of Clipboard started; in other words, cancel any
changes made.
The [Connect] button is actually a toggle:
1. Press [Connect] to initiate a connection with TigerStop.
2. Press [Disconnect] to break the connection between Clipboard and TigerStop.
The [Accept] button is used to save the current settings of the Set Up Screen tabs
to the system registry. The saved settings will be applied to further sessions of
Clipboard.
The [Quit] button is used to exit the Clipboard.
There is a language button which cycles through the available languages.
……

……

There are 2 tabs showing the 2 Clipboard screens that are NOT open. The Screen that is
currently open is shown at the top of the screen (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Setup Screen

TigerStop Routines
Setup / TigerStop / Routines lets you perform 3 common TigerStop routines without
using the controller.

CAUTION! Be sure the table
is clear of all material!




Run Home Routine. (Version
4.72 or higher)
Find End Limits. (Version
5.00+)
Calibrate TigerStop — Cut a
sample piece, measure it
carefully, and enter the length
into the dialog box that pops
up after you press the
[Calibrate TigerStop] button.
(Version 5.00+)

Calibrate TigerStop dialog

1. Enter the length of your cut sample as the new distance
from zero.
2. Click [OK] to save it and exit, or…
3. Click [Cancel] to exit without saving.
Calibrate TigerStop Dialog

TigerStop Communication Parameters
Setup / TigerStop / Communication Parameters lets you select com port and set baud
rate without using the controller.

After making your changes, click
at the bottom of the Setup
screen.
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TigerStop Motion Parameters
Setup / TigerStop / Motion Parameters lets you set 4 parameters without using the
controller.
1. Minimum Limit — shortest length
TigerStop can move to
2. Maximum Limit — longest length
TigerStop can move to
3. Kerf — the width of the cut made by a
saw blade, relating to width of the
carbides or teeth
4. Measurement system — inches or
millimeters (drop-down dialog)
When using a touch screen, with Virtual
Keyboard Present checked, a virtual numeric
keypad will pop up when editing numeric
values here.
After making your changes, click

at the bottom of the Setup screen.

TigerStop Operation Parameters
Setup / TigerStop / Operation Parameters lets you set 2 parameters without using the
controller.
1. Check the box if your machine uses a
Standard Interconnect. When
checked, optimized set point, push
feed and pattern part lists, and PreSet "hot keys" (specifically, multiple G
hot keys) function as semi-automatic
operations.
2. Move Delay is the parameter which
sets the amount of time that TigerStop
pauses between receiving the signal
to move and the beginning of
movement, expressed in milliseconds
(thousandths of a second).
When using a touch screen, with Virtual Keyboard Present checked, a virtual numeric keypad
will pop up when editing numeric values here.
After making your changes, click
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at the bottom of the Setup screen.

Work Order Tab

Work Order Settings
Setup / Work Order / Work Order Settings lets you set 9 parameters without using the
controller.
When using a touch screen, with Virtual Keyboard
Present checked, a virtual numeric keypad will pop up
when editing numeric values here.

After making your changes, click
of the Setup screen.

at the bottom

Work Order Parameters
Back-Off
Backoff is a global parameter applied to all part lists, as well as manual movements.
Backoff is the lowest position value at which the stop will come to rest. If a cut requires that the pusher go further than this, it will retreat to this
value after going to the cut length position, but before it asserts the tool enable signal.
If you are working with a tool that uses clamps to hold the material in place, after moving the stock into position, the stop backs off by the length
set in this parameter, to avoid applying the clamps to the stop.

Best Fit Penalty
The Best Fit (Opti) Penalty parameter configures the Optimizer to "penalize" multi-board Solutions. The value is expressed in inches or metric.
This parameter affects only optimized part lists.
A lower value results in faster optimization using boards with shorter average length.
A higher value results in slower optimization using boards with longer average length.
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Head Cut
Head Cut is material removed from the leading end of a board, not included in Clear Length, to square up the board for the first Piece (finished
part) and remove potential end Defects (splits).

Tail Cut
Tail Cut is material removed from the trailing end of a board, not included in Clear Length, to square up the last Piece (finished part) and remove
potential end Defects (splits).

Load Offset
Load Offset is a global parameter applied to all push feed and pattern part lists.
Simply put, load offset is the amount of space that is needed to safely load material in front of a fully retracted pusher. The length of load offset
is added to the Stock Length and the stop moves to the resulting position during the loading phase.
Set point part lists are NOT affected by this parameter.

Outfeed
Outfeed is a global parameter applied to all push feed and pattern part lists.
After the last cut on a board, the pusher will move out to this position. Normally, this should be a negative value greater than the minimum limit,
which will push the rest of the material past the saw guard. An outfeed setting outside the min-max limits results in no movement of the stop.
Set point part lists are NOT affected by this parameter.

Retract
Retract is a global parameter applied to all part lists, as well as manual movements.
To run a particular list without Retract, you must set the value of Retract to 0.000".

Moving TOWARDS the tool — After moving to any cut length position, the stop will retract back up by the value of this parameter before
asserting the tool enable signal and coming to a full rest. After the cut has been made, the stop will return to the original cut position before
moving on.

Moving AWAY from the tool — The stop will not retract until the tool is cycled. Once the tool initiates its cycle (DM is off), the stop retracts by the
value of this parameter. Once the tool has returned to a safe position (DM is on), the operator must press [START] to move the stop to the next
position or return to the retract offset position.

Retract Offset
Retract Offset is a global parameter applied to all part lists, as well as manual movements.
This parameter functions with Retract, being used in systems in which the material moves during the process. The value of Retract Offset should
be set to bring the stop back to its original position before it retracted. Retract Offset does not affect the position to which the stop pushes the
material on its next move. If no retract takes place, the Retract Offset parameter is ignored.

Waste
Waste is material the Optimizer was unable to use, including kerf, from the Clear Length, some of which can become Salvage. It can be cut first
or last.

Work Order Configuration Settings
Setup / Work Order / Configuration Settings lets you set 4 parameters without using the
controller.
All are drop-down dialogs.
TigerStop installed on [Left] or [Right] of the tool.
Left and Right is relative to the operator facing the
front of the tool.
My files come from [PC or network], [TigerServer], or [Barcode].
This feature requires an enable code for activation. If
Clipboard is not enabled for TigerServer, that
selection will be grayed out in the drop-down. If
TigerServer is enabled, it will be the default value for
this setting
12

Work Order Tab
[PC or network] selected here will cause the Get Work Order dialog in the Work Order Screen to default to the Open File dialog.
[TigerServer] selected here will cause the Get Work Order dialog in the Work Order Screen to default to the Scheduler view.
[Barcode] selected here will cause the Get Work Order dialog in the Work Order Screen to default to the Open File dialog.

This drop-down will display all the work order file
formats set up by the user.

Job file type.

After making your changes, click
bottom of the Setup screen.

at the

Clipboard File Requirements
Part lists must conform to these rules:
1. The file type must be an ASCII based text file
2. The file must be character delimited. Using the
comma as the delimiter is recommended. See
example.
3. The width, thickness and length values should be in
decimal inches format.
4. The quantity field should be in integer format, whole
number, no fractions or decimals.
5. All the data for one cut should be in the same line.
6. A carriage return should be at the end of every line
of data.

Example: .csv file opened in Notepad
A .csv file will have fields divided by commas
when opened in a text display program such as
Notepad.

File Configuration
Setup / Work Order / Configuration Settings includes the File Configuration button.
File configuration affects the way work orders are displayed in the work order screen.

Click
and the first File Configuration dialog
box opens…
1. Browse for data file

2. Select delimiting character
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3. Select the length column

4. Select the quantity column

5. Create column headers

6. Main Screen Data Display

You must enter names for all the fields, which will be the
column headers in the work order screen.

All the fields checked will display at the work order
screen. Uncheck the box of any field you do not want to
display. This is the only place where this feature can be
set. The fields marked for display will also print on a label
if you are using the print option. With print ON, length and
quantity print first, then the remaining fields from left to
right.

Clicking the box "Use my field names…" will
automatically fill in the names from the "data" column.
Not clicking the box, you must type in new names in the
"name" column.

7. Name your custom link
After naming your custom link, click [Next] and then [Finish].

The name of your custom link will now appear in the Job File Type
drop-down box.

Job File Type drop-down box

After your file is configured, you can Get a Work Order!
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Clipboard Clipboard Settings
Setup / Clipboard / Clipboard Settings is where you set 4 parameters affecting how
Clipboard will work for you.
1. Enable Code — The enable code tells
Clipboard what options (printing,
optimizing, and TigerLink
integration)are included in your
system. Each of the 4 fields contains
only 5 numbers. When entering the
enable code, after every 5 digits the
cursor auto-tabs to the next field.
2. Virtual Keyboard Present — If you use
a touch screen, check this box.
3. Default Launch Screen — This dropdown lets you set the Screen you
want to display when Clipboard
opens.
4. Material Type Image — Select the
material type to process. This adjusts
a graphic on the work order screen
but does not affect the functioning of
Clipboard. It can remain at the default
setting (Wood), regardless of the
material you actually process.
After making your changes, click

at the bottom of the Setup screen.
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Clipboard Tab Display Settings
Setup / Clipboard / Tab Display is where you select which Clipboard screens you want to
be available.




If a Screen name is grayed out in
Available Tabs, it is not available.
The Setup Screen is never shown in
Available Tabs because it is
Clipboard's default Screen.

After making your changes, click
at the bottom of the Setup screen.
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Security Tab

Security Settings
Setup / Security / Security Settings lets you set password protection in 4 areas.
Setting security protects against unauthorized edits in the areas covered by the password.
Hot Keys — If checked, the user
must enter a password to add, delete
or change hot keys in the Move Tiger
Screen.
 Setup Screen — If checked, the user
must enter a password to change any
settings in the Setup Screen.
 Work order Screen — If checked, the
user must enter a password to
change header names, part list
sorting, and values in all fields except
in the "Cuts" column.
 Optimizer — If checked, the user
must enter a password to make a
change to the optimized solution in a
part list.
This dialog box and virtual keyboard appear
whenever you attempt to access a password
protected screen or function.


Enter Password dialog box

Password Timeout
Password timeout is the amount of time an area will unprotected before password protection
automatically returns.
 NEVER leaves an area unprotected without time limit until the Screen is exited.
17
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A time between 5 minutes and 2 hours (Password Timeout has a drop-down dialog) will
leave an area unprotected for that length of time before a password will be required to
perform an edit.
ALWAYS reasserts password protection as soon as an edit is completed.

After making your changes, click

at the bottom of the Setup screen.

Set Password
The Set Password dialog and virtual keyboard
open.

1. Click
at the bottom of the Security Settings
screen.
2. Type the password at Enter Password.
3. Type it in again at Confirm Password.
4. Click [OK].
5. The

button changes to

. Clipboard is now password protected!

Reset Password
The password can be reset by entering the original password or the master password.
The Reset Password dialog and virtual
keyboard open.

1. Click
at the bottom of the Security Settings
screen.
2. Type the password into Enter Current Password.
3. Type a new password into Enter New Password.
4. Type it again into Re-enter New Password.
5. Click [OK].

Remove Password
Password protection can be removed by entering the original password or the master
password.
1. Click

at the bottom of the Security Settings screen.

The Reset Password dialog and virtual keyboard open.

2. Type the current password into Enter Current Password.
3. Tab through Enter New Password.
4. Tab through Re-enter New Password.
5. Click [OK].
Password protection is removed, and the Set Password button
18

again displays.

Move Tiger Screen





The Move Tiger Screen imitates a TigerStop controller graphically.
The numeric keypad, calculator and manual movement commands work the same way.
When manually entering lengths, a Maximum of 6 digits before the decimal and 3 digits
after are allowed. Values may be input in feet and inches, decimal inches, inches with
fractions, and millimeters.
The Move Tiger Screen can have up to six tabs, each capable of hosting 34 hot keys.

Move Tiger Tabs

Move Tiger tabs







The upper half of the Move Tiger screen can display up to six (6) Move Tiger tabs, each
capable of hosting 34 hot keys.
User defined hot keys are displayed here.
All aspects of a hot key are user definable,
including button label and color.
Use [Add], [Delete] and [Edit] to maintain
the function window.
Whenever you click [Add] or [Edit], the Set
button properties dialog opens and, if
selected at the Set Up Screen, the virtual
keyboard pops up.

Virtual Keyboard
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Move Tiger Screen Features
In the Move Tiger Screen, the current position
window displays the current position of the
TigerStop, and the target (the next position or
destination).

Current Position Window

A length or position entered at the numeric keypad will display after Next
The [START] button is used to move TigerStop to the position displayed in the
current position window after Next:
The [STOP] button is used to immediately stop TigerStop movement.
If a length or position is entered in error, [STOP] can also be used to clear it from
the current position window.
The [<] button is used to clear a length entered in error one digit at a time.
The [>] button is used to move the cursor and add blank spaces to the length or
position displayed in the position window, one digit at a time.
When entering an inch-based length with a fraction, use [>] to insert a space
between the whole integer and the fraction.
When entering foot-inch-based length, use [>] to insert a space between the
whole foot integer and the whole inch integer (and between whole inch and
fraction, if needed).
The [Add] button is used to Add a new hot key to a Move Tiger tab.
The [Delete] button is used to Delete a hot key from a Move Tiger tab.
The [Edit] button is used to Edit a hot key in a Move Tiger tab.
The [No Print] button is a toggle to turn printing on and off.
The [Quit] button is used to Exit the Clipboard.
There is a language button which cycles through the available languages.
……

……

There 2 tabs are showing the 2 Clipboard screens that are NOT open.
The Screen that is currently open is shown at the top of the screen (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Move Tiger Screen

Manage Move Tiger Tabs
Default Move Tiger tabs
When first installed, Clipboard's Move Tiger
Screen displays two empty tabs, labeled New
Tab.

Name a Move Tiger tab

1. Click
and then click on the tab you
want to name. The tab label color changes to
white, and the Tab name dialog pops up.
When using a touch screen, with Virtual Keyboard Present checked, a
virtual numeric keypad will pop up when editing numeric values here.

2. Enter a tab name in the dialog window, and
click [OK].

The tab name now displays on the tab.

Name Another Move Tiger Tab
Follow the same procedure to
name the next tab.
3. Click
and then click on
the tab you want to name. The tab
label color changes to white, and
the Tab name dialog pops up.
4. Enter a tab name in the window,
and click [OK].
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The tab name now displays on the
tab.

Create a Move Tiger tab
5. Click on the second default Move Tiger tab.
This causes a third tab to appear. You can create
a maximum of six tabs this way.

Delete a Move Tiger tab

6. Click
and then
click on the tab you want to
delete. The tab label color
changes to white, and the
Function Button dialog
pops up.
7. Click [Yes] to delete the unwanted tab, and it disappears.
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Create a Hot Key
The Move Tiger Screen can have up to six tabs, each capable of hosting 34
hot keys.






Hot keys are short cuts to frequently used lengths and offset movements.
They are created and stored in tabs of the Move Tiger Screen.
There are two types of hot keys: offset and GO.
GO keys can be set up to run through a cycle of multiple positions.
There are 6 hot key configurations, shown in the graphic below.

There are 6 hot key configurations

1. Offset key — An offset key does NOT initiate TigerStop movement. When pressed, it
adds the value to TigerStop's current position and waits for the user to press [START].
Regular hot keys can include any formula, including multiplying and dividing, as well as
up to two operands.
2. Negative Value Offset key — A negative value offset key does NOT initiate TigerStop
movement. When pressed, it subtracts the value from TigerStop's current position and
waits for the user to press [START]. Regular hot keys can include any formula, including
multiplying and dividing, as well as up to two operands.
3. GO key (absolute value) — A GO key moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
Absolute value GO keys go to an absolute position and are programmed by typing G
before the length.
4. GO key (relative value) — A GO key moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
Relative value GO keys go to a position relative to the current position and are
programmed by typing G after the length.
5. Cycle GO key (absolute value) — A cycle GO key moves TigerStop when pressed—
CAUTION! Absolute value cycle GO keys cycle through a sequence of absolute positions
and are programmed by typing G before the lengths.
6. Cycle GO key (relative value) — A cycle GO key moves TigerStop when pressed—
CAUTION! Relative value cycle GO keys cycle through a sequence of positions relative
to the current positions and are programmed by typing G after the lengths.

Offset Key (Positive)




An offset key does NOT initiate TigerStop movement.
When pressed, it adds the value to TigerStop's current position and waits for the user to
press [START].
Offset keys can include any formula, including multiplying and dividing, as well as up to
two operands.
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Create an offset key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
The Set button properties dialog opens.

Example: Make an offset key to add 15/16" to the current position.
2. Type 15/16 into the Enter Position field.
Clipboard assumes the value is positive.
3. Type Add in the upper field of Enter Label.
Type 15/16" in the lower field. There is a
maximum of 24 characters (12 per line),
including punctuation, for your hot key label.
4. Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Yellow is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab. When this hot
key is pressed, a new position equal to the
current position plus 15/16" appears after
NEXT: in the position window.
TigerStop does NOT move until

is pressed.

Offset Key (Negative)




A negative value offset key does NOT initiate TigerStop movement.
When pressed, it subtracts the value from TigerStop's current position and waits for the
user to press [START].
Offset keys can include any formula, including multiplying and dividing, as well as up to
two operands.

Create a negative value offset key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
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The Set button properties dialog opens.

Example: Make an offset key to subtract 3/4" from the current position.
2. Type –3/4 into the Enter Position field.
Clipboard recognizes the value is negative.
3. Type Subtract in the upper field of Enter
Label. Type 3/4" in the lower field. There is a
maximum of 24 characters (12 per line),
including punctuation, for your hot key label.
4.Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Red is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab. When this hot
key is pressed, a new position equal to the
current position minus 3/4" appears after
NEXT: in the position window.
TigerStop does NOT move until

is pressed.

GO Key (Absolute Value)






A GO key is a hot key that moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
There are two types of GO keys: absolute value and relative value.
Absolute value hot keys are programmed by typing G before the length.
Relative value hot keys are programmed by typing G after the length.
The example below shows how to create an absolute value GO key.

Create an absolute value GO key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
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The Set button properties dialog opens.

Example: Make a GO key to move to an absolute position of 23 7/16".
2. Type G23.4375 into the Enter Position field.
3. Type Go to in the upper field of Enter
Label. Type 23-7/16" in the lower field. There
is a maximum of 24 characters (12 per line),
including punctuation, for your hot key label.
4. Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Blue is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab.
Dynamic hot keys ALWAYS have a row of
>>>> on the hot key to indicate that pushing
the hot key will MOVE the stop.
When this hot key is pressed, the stop will move to a new position equal to an absolute position
of 23 7/16".

GO Key (Relative Value)






A GO key is a hot key that moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
There are two types of GO keys: absolute value and relative value.
Absolute value hot keys are programmed by typing G before the length.
Relative value hot keys are programmed by typing G after the length.
The example below shows how to create a relative value GO key.

Example: Make a GO key to add 12" to the current position.
Create a relative value GO key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
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Create a Hot Key
The Set button properties dialog opens.

2. Type 12G into the Enter Position field.
3. Type Add in the upper field of Enter Label.
Type 12" in the lower field. There is a
maximum of 24 characters (12 per line),
including punctuation, for your hot key label.
4. Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Green is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab.
Dynamic hot keys ALWAYS have a row of
>>>> on the hot key to indicate that pushing
the hot key will MOVE the stop.
When this hot key is pressed, the stop will move to a new position equal to the current position
plus 12".

Cycle GO Key (Absolute Value)
A cycle GO key is a GO key with multiple positions in sequence—
CAUTION!





A GO key is a hot key that moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
There are two types of GO keys: absolute value and relative value.
Absolute value hot keys are programmed by typing G before the length.
The example below shows how to create an absolute value cycle hot key.

Create an absolute value cycle
GO key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
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The Set button properties dialog opens.

Example: Make a GO key to move to a series of absolute positions of 12",
24" and 36".
2. Type G12,G24,G36 (without spaces
between numbers) into the Enter Position
field.
3. Type Cycle thru in the upper field of Enter
Label. Type 12" 24" 36" in the lower field.
There is a maximum of 24 characters (12 per
line), including punctuation, for your hot key
label.
4. Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white. This will cause both Label fields to display above the row of >>>> on the hot key.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Cyan is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab.
Dynamic hot keys ALWAYS have a row of
>>>> on the hot key to indicate that pushing
the hot key will MOVE the stop.
When this hot key is pressed TigerStop MOVES to an absolute position of 12"; the next time it is
pressed, it moves to 24"; the next time, to 36"; the next time, back to 12", over and over—a cycle!

Cycle GO Key (Relative Value)
A cycle GO key is a GO key with multiple positions in sequence—
CAUTION!





A GO key is a hot key that moves TigerStop when pressed—CAUTION!
There are two types of GO keys: absolute value and relative value.
Relative value hot keys are programmed by typing G after the length.
The example below shows how to create a relative value cycle hot key.

Create a relative value cycle GO
key
1. Click
to create a hot key. A
blank blue button appears in the tab. If
enabled, the virtual keyboard pops up.
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Create a Hot Key
The Set button properties dialog opens.

Example: Make a GO key to add a series of relative positions of 4", 6", 8"
and 10" to current positions.
2. Type 4G,6G,8G,10G (without spaces
between numbers) into the Enter Position
field.
3. Type Cycle add in the upper field of Enter
Label. Type 4" 6" 8" 10" in the lower field.
There is a maximum of 24 characters (12 per
line), including punctuation, for your hot key
label.
4. Click on the Show Position check box to remove the check. All three fields green out.
5. Click on the Show Label check box once. The check remains, and both fields of Enter Label
show white. This will cause both Label fields to display above the row of >>>> on the hot key.
6. Select a color for your hot key. (Orange is selected in the example.)
7. Click [Accept].
The hot key appears in the tab.
Dynamic hot keys ALWAYS have a row of
>>>> on the hot key to indicate that pushing
the hot key will MOVE the stop.
When this hot key is pressed TigerStop MOVES to a position 4" longer than the current position;
the next time it is pressed, it moves 6" longer; the next time, to 8" longer; the next time, to 10"
longer; and finally back to 4" longer, over and over again—a cycle!
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Edit a Hot Key

1. Click
to activate edit mode. The perimeter of the Screen lights up to show that
you're in edit mode.
2. Click the button you want to edit. The button text changes to white, and the Set button
properties dialog pops up, displaying the current button properties.
3. Edit the properties shown in the dialog.
4. Click [Accept] to save the edits or [Cancel] to exit without saving any edits.

Delete a Hot Key

1. Click
to activate delete mode.
2. Click the button you want to delete. The button text changes to white, and the Function
Button dialog pops up, asking whether to delete the selected button.
3. Click [Yes] to delete it, or [No] to exit without deleting it.
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Work Order Screen






The Work order screen (Fig. A) is where part lists are loaded and processed.
A Work order can be made up of multiple part lists.
Part lists are loaded either from the user's PC, or from TigerServer. See Get a Work
Order.
How the stock length will be cut is shown graphically using a stock information graphic.
As pieces are cut, progress through the work order is displayed graphically and by
percentage. See Process a Work Order.

Fig. A

Work Order Screen Features
Work Order Screen

Fig. 1 - The Work order window

Screen Layout





At the top of the window (Fig. 1), the Work Order type is
displayed, and a drop-down dialog (Fig. B) lets the user specify
one of 4 part list types: Set Point, Push Feed, Pattern or Pull.
The screen is in spreadsheet format, one cut length per line.
Only one work order at a time can be loaded into the screen.
The aquamarine button (Fig. C) to the right of the Type drop-

Fig. B - Drop Down Dialog
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down is the offset control.
The orange cell in the top left corner of the window is a toggle
BUTTON showing the option that can be selected. This button
appears ONLY if your work order files have been set up to
come from "PC or network" in the Work Order tab of the
Setup screen.

Fig. C - Offset Button

Fig. 2 - The Turn print on/Turn print off toggle button

"Turn print on" means that local print selection is OFF, and the top row of headers will be
blank. Click "Turn print on" (Fig. 2) to activate the printing option.







Fig. 3 - (a) Top row of headers—Fields to Print, (b) Bottom row of headers—Data Fields

"Turn print off" means that local print selection is ON, and the top row of headers
will display "No Print". To select columns of data to print, click the column header, to
change it to "Print text" (Fig. 3). With print ON, length and quantity print first,
then the remaining fields from left to right.
The Work Order Screen lets the user send work orders directly to TigerStop.
Data in this screen can be manually edited, using the Virtual Keyboard, or a PC
keyboard.
The TigerStop operator can select any line and begin processing.

Screen Reporting
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Fig. 4 - Screen reporting

The Progress column shows how much of a cut list line has been cut, by means of a
bar graph and percentage (Fig. 4).
Lines are color coded: BLUE—The current length being cut. GREEN—Lengths that
have been partially cut but are not complete show a percentage in the Progress
column. ORANGE—Lengths that are complete show 100% in the Progress column.
Completed lines can be removed from the screen by clicking the [Hide Finished Cut]
button.

Work Order Screen

Work Order Screen Offset Button
Version 5.7+

The Offset button at the top of the Work
order screen shifts the zero point of the
machine by the value of the offset. To
program and use an offset…
1. Click the Offset button. A window opens, listing all offsets you have programmed.
2. To program an offset, click the PLUS button at the top of the offset window. The cursor
will drop to the first blank line in the window.
3. Name your offset, enter a value, and save it.
4. The Offset button will display the value you just programmed.

To delete an offset value…
1. Click the Offset button.
2. When the window opens, select the offset you want to delete, and click
3. Exit the Offset window.

.

To turn off the offset…
1. Click the offset button.
2. When the window opens, select the first offset (value = 0), and exit.
3. The Offset button displays "Offsets = 0".

Screen Buttons and Other Graphics
Start Bar

The [START] bar is used to:
 Move TigerStop into
position to make a cut.
 Make additional cuts of
the same length.

Hide / Show Stock Bar
When the image is displayed, the bar reads [Hide
Stock].
 Click [Hide Stock] to hide the image. When
the image is hidden, the bar reads [Show
Stock].
When the image is hidden, the bar reads [Show
Stock].
 Click [Show Stock] to show the image

Stock Information Graphic
This graphic displays how the Stock Length will be cut into Pieces.
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Dynamic Optimizer Slide Bar
Slide the pointer along the length of the bar to change the Optimizer solution.

Fig. 1 — Best Fit selects cuts that result in the highest yield.

Fig. 2 — Longest board first selects the longest boards first in optimizing the Stock Length.

This function operates only when you are optimizing; it does not function in Manual mode.

Numeric Keypad




Number keys are used to enter the Stock Length.
The [<] key erases to the left one digit at a time.
The [>] key inserts a space to the right, permitting
the entry of inches and fractions. Use [/] to enter
fractions.



To accept the Stock Length, click



To delete a Stock Length and start over, click



or the [=] key.
.

The Work Order Screen numeric keypad works the same way as the TigerStop controller numeric
keypad, but there are no math operators except the [=] key.
No numeric or math operator key (including [=] key) will ever cause TigerStop to move. All
movement is initiated only by pressing [START].

Current Position Window

When there are no work orders loaded, the current
position window displays only the current position of the
TigerStop.

Optimizer Waste




The Waste Bin button resets the Optimizer solution displayed by the Stock
Information graphic.
The Waste in each solution is displayed below the button.
If the solution is not satisfactory, click the button to generate a different solution.

Work Order Screen Buttons
The [STOP] button is used to:
Stop TigerStop movement.
Clear a length or position that was entered in error from the Current Position Window
before pressing [START].
The [Optimize] button is used to optimize the Stock Length entered and display the
Pieces that will be cut on the Stock Information graphic.
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Work Order Screen
The [Manual] button is used to populate the Stock Information graphic with the cuts in
order from top to bottom of the work order screen.
The [Get Work Order] button is used to:
Open the Job files dialog, a window which lists available files in *.csv, *.tsv and *.xls
format.
The [Show Finished Cut] button is actually a toggle:
The [Show Finished Cut] button displays when finished cuts disappear from the screen.
The [Hide Finished Cut] button displays when finished cuts stay on the screen.
The [Save Work Order] button is used to:
Save whatever data is displayed in the Work Order window in .csv format.
Data may have changed since the file was open. This button saves the current status
of the data.
The [Quit] button is used to exit the Clipboard.
There is a language button which cycles through the available languages.
……

……

There are 2 tabs showing the 2 Clipboard screens that are NOT open. The Screen that is
currently open is shown at the top of the screen (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Get a Work Order





A work order is defined as a list of cut lengths or positions sent to TigerStop for
processing, and can contain one or multiple part lists. See also: Clipboard File
Requirements
A work order can contain only cuts of one material type.
Before you can get a work order, the work order file must be configured. See also: File
Configuration.
Your work orders must also be specified as to location, either on your PC or network, or
in TigerServer. See also: Work Order Configuration Settings.

If Clipboard is configured for your work orders, you are ready to go!
1. At the Work Order Screen, press [Get Work Order].
2. If your part lists are on your PC or a network, continue at… PC or
network files.
3. If your part lists are located in TigerServer, continue at… TigerServer
files.

PC or network files
If your part lists are located in a folder on
your PC or network, the Cutlist file dialog will
open.
Select the file you need, and click [Open].
The part list you selected appears in the
Clipboard screen.
Continue at… Work Order loaded

TigerServer files
If your part lists are located in
TigerServer, the Scheduler view will
open.
Select the file you need, and click
[Open].
The work order you selected appears in
the Clipboard screen.
Continue at… Work Order loaded

For additional information on TigerServer, consult the TigerLink 5.2 Manual CD.
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Bar Code Integration
If your part lists are referenced by a bar code, the Work Order screen (Fig. 1) will open.

Fig. 1

When you scan a bar code that references an entire work order, the screen will be populated
with the part list data (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2

When you scan a bar code that contains only a length, that length will appear in the Length
column, with a quantity of 1 in the Qty column (Fig. 3).
Every time you scan the bar code, the quantity will increase by 1.

Fig. 3

Work Order loaded
The work order you selected appears in the Work Order screen.
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Select Work Order type
This is a drop-down combo dialog box.
Click the down arrow to open the drop
down, and then use the cursor to select
the work order type:
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Push feed
Set point
Pattern
Pull

Process a Work Order

1. Click the [Show stock] bar to open the stock
information graphic.
2. Click inside the current position window to enter
the stock length.
3. Enter the stock length on the numeric keypad
which pops up and click

to accept.

Select Optimize or Manual
4. At this point, you click either
or
, and the stock graphic will display
either the optimized best fit, or pieces from your work order starting at line 1 as they come.
5. Click the [START] bar to move TigerStop and make your cuts, until the stock length is
exhausted.
6. Click either [Optimize] or [Manual] to start processing the next stock length. Again, the stock
graphic will display the pieces which will be cut. Progress is visually shown by the Cut Status
Indicators.
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7. Click the [START] bar to initiate cutting, as before. You can show or hide the finished cuts.
8. Continue this cycle till your work order is complete.

Optimized Best Fit

As they come (Manual cutting)

Cut Status Indicators




The current length being cut displays shaded blue.
Lengths that have been partially cut but are not
complete display shaded green and show a
percentage in the Progress column.
Lengths that are complete display shaded orange
and show 100% in the Progress column.

Hiding / Showing Finished Cuts
Click

to hide finished lines. — Click

to show finished lines.

Manual data entry into Clipboard
Work order data can be edited once it is loaded into the Clipboard screen.
Password protection is available for this function. See Security Settings, Work order screen.

1. Click on the cell that you want to edit.
2. Enter the new data at the virtual keyboard (or on a standard PC keyboard if you are not
using a touch screen).
3. After editing the data, click on any spot off the screen.
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Using the Stock Graphic
The Stock Graphic









Turn this feature on or off using the blue Hide / Show Stock Bar in the left margin of the
Work Order screen.
This graphic displays how the Stock Length will be cut into Pieces.

In Manual part lists the Pieces are displayed in the exact order they are found in the part
list.
In optimized part lists the Pieces are displayed according to the Optimizer settings, which
range from + (Best Fit) to – (Longest board first), and are adjusted by dragging the
pointer on the Dynamic Optimizer Slide Bar below the stock graphic.
The length of the graphic stays the same, but the true stock length is displayed in the
upper right corner.
The amount of unusable stock is shown graphically at one or both ends of the stock
graphic, depending on your head and tail cut settings.
The amount of Waste in each stock length is shown below an image of a waste can,
equal to unusable stock less kerfs.

Drag and drop
The cut arrangement can be modified using the "drag and drop" feature.



In the example (Fig. 1), a manual part list is started, and automatically arranges the
Pieces in part list order on the stock graphic.
Notice that it could NOT fit both Pieces of 16", so it placed one and skipped down to the
next Piece in the list that it COULD place, a 10" Piece.

Fig. 1 — Sample Manual part list loaded into the Work Order screen

1. Move a Piece by selecting it and holding down the left mouse button (Fig. 2). Small icons
appear next to the cursor indicating that the Piece is "ready to drag."
2. Place the cursor over the destination Piece (Fig. 3), and release the left mouse button.
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Fig. 2 — Piece "ready to drag"

Fig. 3 — Piece "ready to drop"

3. The Piece dragged to its new position pops into place (Fig. 4).
4. The Pieces have all shifted down, so the 16" Piece is now next to the 2" of unusable Stock
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 — Piece drops into place

Fig. 5 — Pieces shifted over

Edit, drag and drop
The part list can be edited at the Work Order screen, and new Pieces placed
into the Stock Length using "drag and drop."
1. Using the original example part list, drag the 10" Piece off the stock graphic (Fig. 6) and into
the work order window.
2. Release the left mouse button to drop the 10" Piece back into the part list.
3. Repeat this procedure with the 16" piece (Fig. 7). This will leave 28" of unused Stock (Fig.
8).

Fig. 6 — Last Piece is dragged off the Stock graphic

Fig. 7 — Pieces shifted over

4. Click on the 16" length (Fig. 8) and edit it to 27.5". If you use a touch screen, use the virtual
keyboard to edit the length.

Fig. 8 — The 16" length selected for editing
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5. Click on 27.5" to select it and hold down the left mouse button to drag it onto the stock
graphic. The small icons of rectangle and + sign (Fig. 9) indicate that the piece is ready to be
added to the stock graphic.

Fig. 9 — The length edited to 27.5 is "ready to drag" to the stock graphic

6. Because quantity is greater than one, the
Qty (Quantity) dialog box pops up (Fig. 10) to
let you specify how many Pieces of this length
you want to add. Click [OK] to accept the
default of one (1) Piece.
Fig. 10 — Specify quantity of 1 Piece

7. Drag the cursor over the unused end of the Stock Length and release the right mouse
button. The 27.5" Piece drops into position (Fig. 11)

.
Fig. 11 — 27.5" Piece dropped into place, leaving 0.5" unusable

Save your work
To save an open work order, click [Save Work Order].
The file will be saved in the state you left it.
Next time you use [Get Work Order] to retrieve it, you can continue where
you left off.

How to Print Labels
Requirements





Clipboard, enabled for printing, installed on your
computer.
Your computer connected to the serial port on the
TigerStop amplifier (Fig. 1).
TigerStop equipped with a label printer (PR2 or
PR4) enabled for printing.
Label printer connected to a USB port on the
computer with Clipboard installed.
Fig. 1
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Workflow Manager


If Clipboard is being used with Workflow
Manager, the label printer must be connected to
the communication panel (at port #3, Fig. 2)
included with the printer.

Fig. 2

Configure Clipboard for printing



At the Move Tiger screen, print toggle must be
set to "Print Text" to print labels for cuts made at
this screen (Fig. 3).
In File Configuration (Fig. 4) at the Worker Order
tab of the Setup screen, the data fields you want
to print must be checked (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Configure your Work order for printing



At the Work Order window (Fig. 6), turn printing ON using the orange print toggle button
in the upper left corner of the window.
Select the data fields to print (Fig. 7) by clicking the column headers, toggling between
"No Print" and "Print".

Fig. 6 - The Turn print on/Turn print off toggle button
"Turn print on" means that local print selection is OFF, and the top row of headers will be blank. Click "Turn print on" (Fig. 2) to activate the
printing option.

Fig. 7 - (a) Top row of headers—Fields to Print, (b) Bottom row of headers—Data Fields
"Turn print off" means that local print selection is ON, and the top row of headers will display "No Print". To select columns of data to print,
click the column header, to change it to "Print text" (Fig. 3). With print ON, length and quantity print first, then the remaining fields from
left to right.
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Troubleshooting
Current Position: Unknown
In the Move Tiger Screen, if the current position shows "Unknown", your
TigerStop is disconnected from Clipboard.

1. First, check Setup Screen / TigerStop Tab.
indicates TigerStop is NOT connected.
2. If the [Connect] button is displayed, click it, and try to re-connect. If this does not work, then
TigerServer may have shut down.

Restart TigerServer

—
3. Check TigerServer's status. If the TigerServer Control Program pop-up displays "Stopped,"
click [Start TS].
4. If it starts, the pop-up displays "Running". Click [OK] to close the pop-up.
5. Return to Clipboard. It may have reconnected automatically. If not, click the [Connect] button.
It should now re-connect.

TigerStop won't move
If entering a length, or a clicking a regular hot key, and then [START] does
NOT move the TigerStop, or if a dynamic hot key does not work, check the
following:
1. Is your TigerStop connected? At the Setup Screen / TigerStop Tab,

indicates

TigerStop IS connected.
indicates TigerStop is NOT connected.
2. Make sure your TigerStop is powered ON, and click [Connect] to reconnect.
3. If it does not reconnect, check the baud rate setting. Is it the same as the TigerStop baud
rate? If not, select the right baud rate and click [Accept]. Then click [Quit] to exit
Clipboard, and restart the program.
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4. Is your TigerStop X'd out?

5. View the controller display. On TigerStops versions 5.0+…
6. On TigerStops versions 3.0 ~ 4.7…
7. If your TigerStop controller displays an X as shown above, then run the home routine to
clear it.
8. Click

. This will run the home routine from Clipboard.

Uninstalling Clipboard
Important! If you are using TigerLink on the same PC, during the uninstall you
will be asked if TigerServer should be uninstalled—Respond NO!
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LLC

Warranty Certificate

TigerStop System Products, TigerStop, TigerFence, TigerCrossCut, TigerRip Fence, Heavy Duty (HD2), TigerTurbo, TigerSaw, Accessory
Products and Spare Parts

LIMITED WARRANTY COVERAGE
All new TigerStop LLC machines warranted exclusively by the TigerStop LLC ("Manufacturer") limited warranty as follows: Each TigerStop LLC machine ("Machine") and its components
("Components") is warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the date that a machine is enabled by the purchaser or the end user. In the event that
a machine is not put into use, enabled within thirty six (36) months from shipment date the warranty shall lapse. If the machine is enabled before thirty six months (36) and after thirty (30) months, the
warranty shall be in effect until thirty six (36) months from shipment date. Motors carry a warranty of twelve (12) months. Consumables, such as wear on painted surfaces, are not covered. The
foregoing is a limited warranty and it is the only warranty by manufacturer. Manufacturer disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to all warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ONLY: MANUFACTURER'S LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIRING OR REPLACING, AT THE
DISCRETION OF MANUFACTURER, PARTS, OR COMPONENTS.
An additional one-year warranty extension may be purchased from your authorized TigerStop LLC distributor.

LIMITS and EXCLUSIONS of WARRANTY
Except as provided above, buyer agrees that all warranties express or implied, as to any matter whatsoever, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose are excluded. Components subject to wear during normal use and over time such as paint, window finish and condition, light bulbs, seals, chip removal system etc., are excluded from this
warranty. Factory-specified maintenance procedures must be adhered to and recorded in order to maintain this warranty. This warranty is void if the machine is subjected to mishandling, misuse,
neglect, accident, improper installation, poor or improper power conditions, improper maintenance, or improper operation or application, or if the machine was improperly repaired or serviced by the
customer or by an unauthorized service technician.
Without limiting the generality of any of the exclusions or limitations described in other paragraphs, manufacturer's warranty does not include any warranty that the machine or components will meet buyer's production
specifications or other requirements, or that operation of the machine and components will be uninterrupted or error-free. Manufacturer assumes no responsibility with respect to the use of the Machine and Components by
Buyer, and manufacturer shall not incur any liability or Seller to Buyer for any failure in design, production, operation, performance or otherwise of the Machine or Components other than repair or replacement of same as set
forth in the Limited Warranty above. Manufacturer is not responsible for any damage to parts, machines, business premises or other property of Buyer, or for any other incidental or consequential damages that may be caused
by a malfunction of the Machine or Components.

Peripheral products such as computers and related devices sold by TigerStop LLC may include an original manufacturer's limited warranty. TigerStop LLC
does not and cannot accept any responsibility or liability for the condition, duration, or extent of such warranties. All customer questions and inquiries about
warranties or repair should be directed towards the original manufacturer.

ADDITIONAL WARRANTY (SYSTEM PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY)
System Products carry a twelve (12) months labor and parts warranty, FOB Vancouver, WA. In the event that a service technician is required to make repairs at customer’s place of business, then
buyer agrees to prepay all travel costs and to provide prepaid ticket and rental car for a TigerStop LLC technician along with all other expenses incurred by technician. All other terms apply of the
warranty certificate. Purchaser agrees that any other technical service provided by a third party is not covered under this warranty.

SPARE PARTS WARRANTY EXCLUSION
Spare parts are warranted for a period of thirty (30) days from shipment date. All other terms of this warranty apply.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND DAMAGES: MANUFACTURER IS NOT LIABLE TO BUYER, SELLER OR ANY CUSTOMER OF BUYER FOR LOSS OF PROFITS,
LOST DATA, LOST PRODUCTS, LOSS OF REVENUE, LOSS OF USE, COST OF DOWNTIME, BUSINESS GOOD WILL, OR ANY OTHER INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE, WHETHER IN AN ACTION IN CONTRACT OR TORT, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE MACHINE OR COMPONENTS,
OTHER PRODUCTS OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY MANUFACTURER OR SELLER, OR THE FAILURE OF PARTS OR PRODUCTS MADE BY USING THE
MACHINE OR COMPONENTS, EVEN IF MANUFACTURER OR SELLER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. MANUFACTURER'S
LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES FOR ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT, AT THE DISCRETION OF
MANUFACTURER, OF THE DEFECTIVE PARTS, COMPONENTS OR MACHINE.
Buyer has accepted this restriction on its right to recover incidental or consequential damages as part of its bargain with Seller. Buyer realizes and acknowledges that the price of the equipment would
be higher if Seller or Manufacturer were required to be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, or punitive damages.
This Warranty Certificate supersedes any and all other agreements, either oral or in this writing, between the parties hereto with respect to the warranties, limitations of liability and/or damages
regarding the Machine or Components, and contains all of the covenants and agreements between the parties with respect to such warranties, liability limitations and/or damages. Each party to this
Warranty Certificate acknowledges that no representations, inducements, promises, or agreements, orally or otherwise, have been made by any party, or anyone acting on behalf of any party, which
are not embodied herein regarding such warranties, liability limitations and/or damages, and that no other agreement, statement, or promise not contained in this Warranty Certificate shall be valid or
binding regarding such warranties, liability limitations and damages.
WARNING: TigerStop, TigerFence, TigerCrossCut, TigerRip Fence, Heavy Duty (HD2) and TigerTurbo are machine components intended for use in conjunction with other potentially dangerous machinery.
The use of these components does not make that machinery safe. TigerStop LLC’s products are not intended to substitute, in any manner, for safety requirements in general, or in conjunction with other
machinery. These components must be incorporated into machinery by persons qualified to design safety features to make the machine as safe as possible and to ensure that it meets federal, state and local law
with respect to safety and all other regulatory requirements. In addition, TigerStop, TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 (HD2) and TigerTurbo are machine components that should only be operated by qualified persons
trained in safe operating procedures. Illustrations of TigerStop, TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 (HD2) and TigerTurbo components in use do not show, and are not intended to show, safety features necessary to make
the machinery safe to operate.

TRANSFERABILITY
This warranty is not transferable from the original end user to another party.

Important Notices
Limit of Liability
All rights reserved. The information contained in the TigerStop Manual has been validated and reviewed for accuracy. No patent liability is assumed with respect to the use of the information contained herein. While every
precaution has been taken in the preparation of this manual, the manufacturer assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

Copyright
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of
the manufacturer.

Trademark
TigerStop® is a registered trademark of TigerStop LLC.
These specifications are subject to change without notice. (Rev.3: 6/24/2008)
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